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Book Condition: New. 221 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Much of the best American poetry is local in origin
but national or international in significance. Think of Frank O
Hara s New York, James Wright s Ohio, Ted Kooser s Nebraska.
Bobby Rogers says in a poem `all art is folk art, made with
whatever is at hand, and his poems are set mostly in Memphis
and elsewhere in the Middle South. Like all good poems,
though, they travel to large subjects: the limits of language,
love and its absence, joy. ---Ed Ochester, 2009 Agnes Lynch
Starrett Poetry Prize judge Bobby Rogers has the avuncular
voice of a pool hall sage and the wisdom of generations of
grandmothers. His poems are full of the best news, the kind the
soul, as W.C. Williams attested, can get nowhere better than in
the life of the lively mind. I think any reader will find this an
auspicious, welcome arrival. ---Dave Smith In his superb Paper
Anniversary, Bobby Rogers is a near mystic of the domestic
because love of family and landscape is connected to the
eternal---and if not the eternal,...
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It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your life
span will likely be enhance once you total reading this article publication.
-- R uss Mueller-- R uss Mueller

It in one of the most popular publication. It is actually writter in easy words instead of confusing. You will like how the
author create this book.
-- Ar t Gisla son-- Ar t Gisla son
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